Driving Rules Miatas @ Hallett
Rules are in place to ensure that everyone has an enjoyable and safe
experience during this event.
1. All first time Drivers MUST attend the High-Performance Driving Education classroom
at 7:30 on the second floor of the Hallett Tower. Gates are open at 7 so early birds may
walk, bicycle, or golf cart the track during the sunrise hour. You can also prepare by
viewing the counterclockwise onboard lap on the Hallett website.
2. All Drivers must attend the morning Drivers’ Meeting at 8 a.m. A roll call will be taken.
Passing areas will be explained in the Drivers’ Meeting and there will be a review of the
flags used to communicate with you on track. 8:45 Ride around for any interested
drivers. On track with group 1 at 9:00. (should be Advanced)
3. Passing in unapproved areas will result in a Black Flag and the Driver will be required to
come into the hot pits for a discussion with the Chief Steward.
4. Two (2) wheels off the track will result in a Black Flag and the Driver will be required to
come into the hot pits for a discussion with the Chief Steward.
5. Four (4) Wheels off the track or significant loss of control determined by Hallett
personnel will result in a Black Flag and the Driver will be required to come into the hot
pits for a discussion with the Chief Steward and may result in loss of Driving Privileges
for the remainder of the session.
6. Two (2) Black Flags during a session will result in loss of driving privileges for the
remainder of the session.
7. Three (3) Black flags for the day will result in loss of Event Driving Privileges and you
will be asked to leave the track.
8. Slower cars (Drivers) shall point faster cars around in established passing areas. Do not
keep faster traffic behind you. The driver being passed should hold the line. It is up to
the passing driver to make a safe pass, only one car at a time.
9. All Drivers will be required to go through the CLEAN TECH prior to Grid before their
first session. (Two driver cars will require two (2) CLEAN TECH Inspections)
10. Racing or aggressive driving will not be permitted. Anyone violating the rules of the
high-speed driving school will be asked to leave.
11. No passengers are allowed, except instructors, event participants for the purposes of
instruction or potential participants. Passengers must have an automobile license in their
state of residence.
Remember while on track, you must keep all limbs inside the car, no hand-held cameras, no
smoking, helmet on until you are in the pits, pay attention to the flags. Keep your concentration
level on until you turn the key off. Many times, off-course excursions take place on the cool-off
lap. After taking the checkered, drive half speed for that final lap to cool the brakes, tires, and
engine.
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